Integrated
Management
System
Unify quality and compliance
management across your
organization

Integrated Management System
Get a single, cloud-based system to manage compliance and quality processes
– transforming your risk, performance and sustainability initiatives.

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

Too many quality and compliance
recording systems

Manage all your quality and
compliance initiatives in one place

Initiatives for quality, efficiency, safety and sustainability
combined with changing industry regulations complicate
compliance monitoring; producing a mass disjointed recording
and reporting systems.

Highly regulated manufacturers need to unify quality and
compliance management—in a way that’s quick to implement,
completely configurable and scalable across the organization.

Such a fragmented approach is wasteful and can’t provide the
kind of rapid, accurate reporting that stakeholders need.

With the Integrated Management Systems solution powered
by MATS, you can retire paper-based records and use mobile
devices to record everything from quality audits to required
maintenance tasks and performance metrics. Better still, it
integrates with your core systems so you can correlate quality
and performance data with production, HR and other key
data sources.

Why Manage Quality and
Compliance with MATS?
When you manage quality and compliance initiatives with the
Integrated Management System powered by MATS, you benefit from:
• Fast implementation with a cloud-based quality management solution
Less time wasted on manual audit and recording tasks
Real-time visibility of key performance, quality and compliance metrics
Faster turnaround times for maintenance and corrective actions
The ability to configure the solution as business and compliance requirements evolve

Key Features
Cloud, web and mobile ready

Data integration

Master data

•

Implement with minimal disruption to internal IT

•

Save employee time with mobile device data entry

•

Support any device – tablet, smartphone or desktop

•

Deploy in the cloud or on-premise

•

Integrate data from ERP and other data sources

•

Produce powerful reports that combine production, costs, maintenance and quality data

•

Quickly set-up and import master data

•

Integrate data from products and configurations, production lines, compliance hierarchies, risk registers, audit
types, performance targets and alerting thresholds

Flexible workflow and case management •

Configure specific workflows for different audits, corrective actions and maintenance alerts

Service levels, thresholds and alerts

•

Assign service levels, thresholds and alerts so that corrective actions are appropriately escalated

•

Push alerts (web, email, SMS) to maintenance or other staff to accelerate resolutions

•

Flexible reporting

•

A single source of truth for production, quality, compliance and maintenance data.

•

Full audit trail reporting

•

Supports machine-to-machine communications from SIM enabled devices

•

Trigger workflow alerts with real-time telemetry

•

Enable all staff to submit improvement ideas and facilitate bottom-up process improvement

•

Easy and flexible configuration options help you quickly adapt as business requirements and regulations change

Reporting and audit trail

M2M ready

Support for continuous improvement

Smart Process Apps
Powered by MATS

About MatsSoft

MATS Smart Process Apps are developed on the MATS Low-code Development
Platform. That means they are highly configurable and can easily be integrated into
your wider IT landscape.

MatsSoft is on a mission to close the Process Execution Gap – the gap between the
people who know what they want to improve, and the coders who make it happen.

You can implement a Smart Process App almost out of the box, or adapt it to your
custom business requirements, at a fraction of the cost and time of traditional
software development.
Deployed via the Cloud (and also available on premise), Smart Process Apps are web
and mobile ready.

We started life as a digital design agency, which taught us a thing or two about
customer-centric design. We set out to create a new kind of process improvement
platform – one that eliminates coding and complexity, making it easy for process
people to make the changes they want to make.
Today, our Low-code Development platform, MATS, is used by process improvers,
customer champions, innovation leaders and IT teams in organizations across the
globe. Customers include Nationwide Building Society, Coca-cola, FedEx, Thomas
Cook, Barclaycard, RBS, Santander and Intel.
Find out more at www.matssoft.com

info@matssoft.com
www.matssoft.com
+44 (0)330 363 0300
+1 (800) 407 1920

